Waste Management is Arizona State University’s proud provider of quality waste and recycling services.

As an ASU employee, we would like to offer you a 15% discount* for the following services:

Roll-Off

Waste Management offers roll-off boxes that are used to collect and remove large amounts of debris. Projects ideal for Roll-Off service include interior or exterior remodeling, renovations and household cleanup.

Port-O-Let® Rental

Waste Management’s exclusive Port-O-Let services are ideal for outdoor worksites, special events or anywhere else temporary sanitation services are required. Units sized from single stalls to trailer-sized Crowd Pleasers are available to accommodate your needs.

* Must show proof of ASU employment with a valid asu.edu e-mail address.

To place an order for 15% off Roll-off or Port-O-Let® rental services, please call WM Customer Service at 602-268-2222.